IT Project Management Resources

Overview

IS&T's Project Community of Practice has developed a set of templates and tools for IT project management for use by IS&T and the broader MIT Community.

Who are the Project Community of Practice?

The Project Community of Practice is a learning community that originated in Information Systems & Technology. It was chartered to help staff develop personally and professionally through both conversation and collaboration. It is a place to share information and experiences and is open to all staff in the MIT community (and beyond).

For more information on the community or to join, see: Project Community of Practice

The Project Life Cycle

The IS&T Project Life Cycle approaches projects as an ongoing cyclical process. It provides high level guidelines and recommendations of priority deliverables for each phase of a project from planning and initiating through delivery, and maintenance. There are also resources for ongoing projects to assist project managers in planning, budgeting and reporting. Templates and examples are provided where possible.

To access the project life cycle resources, see: IS&T Project Life Cycle
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